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� Introduction

The present paper reports on ongoing work in the inco�copernicus project
concede �Concortium for Central European dictionary Encoding�� The
paper is structured as follows� After setting out the aims of the project� it
will discuss the approach and the work programme adopted to achieve its
aims� The paper will highlight on the issue of headword selection as one
key methodological problem that the project had to face� In conclusion� the
expected impact of the project will be illustrated�

� Aims and rationale

concede has the following �ve strategic goals�

�� delivery of lexical databases for each of the six participating CEE lan	
guages
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� testing and extenstion of the TEI dictionary guidelines to accomodate
CEE languages

�� transfer and development of dictionary encoding and management tools
to the CEE languages

�� development of tools to support multilingual� integrated access to a
lexical and corpus database for the six CEE languages

� transfer of expertise in dictionary encoding and lexical database design
from EC to CEE partners

The concede project will develop lexical databases� in a general	purpose
document	interchange format� for the languages of the six participating CEE
partners� Bulgarian� Czech� Estonian� Hungarian� Romanian and Slovene�
As far as fundamental di�erences between the languages and possibly lexi	
cographic practices allow� all LDBs will have the same structure� The size
of the LDBs developed will vary �due to resourcing constraints� from around
�� lemmas to ��� with an average of 
�� lemmas�

� Background and approach

For the major Western European languages� there now exist a range of lexi	
cal resources which are useable by Language engineering systems� By mak	
ing such resources available for CEE languages� concede will support a
corresponding development of the language engineering industries in those
countries�

��� Resource development

Obviously� electronic lexical resources owe a great deal to traditional lexicog	
raphy� It is largely the information in paper dictionaries which has populated
the lexical databases now in use and indeed with one exception most CEE
concede partners will make recourse to some machine readable dictionar	
ies� Up	translating an electronic version of the paper dictionary to a lexical
database can be undertaken semi	automatically ���� ���� This is a process
that the EU partners have direct experience in� which will be applied to the
CEE languages�






��� Resource standardisation

One of the key observations arising out of the accumulated experience in the
�eld is the value of standardisation� For obvious practical constraints� the
TEI dictionary encoding guidelines were developed for and validated against
Western European languages� By adopting and� where necessary� adapting
the TEI standard to the CEE languages concede will not only o�er the
practical bene�t of �re	�usable lexical resources but will also test and validate
the wider applicability of the TEI guidelines�

� Work programme

To achieve its goals concede is following a two	stage approach� In the
�rst stage� the standardisation issues will be resolved and pilot LDBs of a
representative sample of around �� words for each language developed as
a basic proof of concept� In the second phase� these dictionaries will be
enlarged to medium	scale resources of the envisaged size� The full paper will
contain a discussion of the steps involved in the process�

� Headword selection

One issue of common interest not only to the concede partners but� we
believe� in a wider context as well is the question of �nding a suitable small	
scale� balanced sample of the lexicon of a language� We designed a lan	
guage independent methodology used it on the CESANA encoded parallel
corpus ������ by Gerge Orwell� which was one of the deliverable in theMul�

text	Eastproject��
� �CESANA encoding speci�es for each wordform� among
other things� its associated grammatical information and the corresponding
lemma�� A balanced sample for parts of speech means that the part of speech
�POS� distribution of the sample has to re�ect the corresponding distribution
of the di�erent parts of speech in the corpus�

A simplistic approach applying the formula in ��� would have the disad	
vantage that it would be slanted against certain parts of speech that have
few lemmas but these lemmas occur very frequently in the corpus�

nPOS �
NPOS

NL

� nL ���

where
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NPOS � number of lemmas in the corpus of a given POS
NL � number of all lemmas irrespective of their part of speech
nL � sample size� i�e�� the number of lemmas to be chosen
nPOS � number of lemmas in the sample of a given POS

To remedy the above shortcoming� we have applied a statistical method
that involves dividing the corpus into a sequence of test samples of �xed
number of lemmas ��� in our case�� The test samples re�ect the usage
degree of a certain part of speech in the language context� The proposed
formula that gives the number of part of lemmas of a given POS in a sample
is displayed in �
��

nPOS �

PnT
i�� n

i
POS

nT
�
�

where
nPOS � number of lemmas in the sample of a given POS
nL � number of test samples
n
i
POS � number of lemmas of a given POS in the ith test sample

The advantages of this method are the following�

� the POS distribution in the test samples re�ect the structural POS
distirbution of the language� This fact is supported by the stylistic and
author coherence of the text�

� the number of POS lemmas chosen does not depend on the whole num	
ber of lemmas in the corpus� In other words� it is independent of the
size of the corpus�

Selection of the headwords was carried out in to terms of POS and fre	
quency of occurrence in the corpus� Lexemes were divided into three fre	
quency ranges �high� medium� low� established and for each POS the sum of
high� medium and low frequency lemmas had to conform to the npos value as
computed above� Full details of how the headword list was compiled will be
given in the �nal version of the paper�

� Conclusion

By providing much	needed lexical resources in a standard reusable way� con�
cede is expected to have a major impact on the language engineering sector
of the region� By selecting words on the basis of their frequency in natu	
rally occurring texts for the languages� rather than by some arti�cial notion
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of which words might be useful� concede will make the lexical databases
maximally useful for real applications�

A further important feature of the LDBs arises from their aligned nature
and relationship to the Multext	Eastcorpus� Although the lemmas for
each language have been chosen independently� they will be drawn from
corpora that are aligned with each other� This means that the majority
of words in the LDB for one lanugage will be correlated with words in the
corresponding LDB for the other languages� This mapping may not be one	
to	one� it nevertheless can be expected to support a range of bilingual and
multilingual applications� such as concordance	based translation among the
six languages and English�
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